DZR15-1RZ

Z-Wave Enabled 15 Amp Scene Capable Receptacle with LED Locator - White/Light Almond

The wireless Leviton DZR15 is a Z-Wave enabled 15A tamper resistant receptacle designed for use for most residential lighting and motor applications. A large range of load types are supported including incandescent, halogen and magnetic low voltage, electronic low voltage, fluorescent, and motor loads up to ½ horse power. The DZR15 is fully compatible with the Wink Hub, Samsung SmartThings, as well as all other certified Z-Wave controllers. As an extension to these hubs, Amazon Echo, Fire TV, Echo Dot, and Amazon Tap may be utilized for voice control over your DZC lighting products.

Features and Benefits

- 15A Tamper Resistant Split Duplex Receptacle
- Compatible with Z-Wave hubs, security systems, and automation systems
- Control Side
- 1800W Incandescent, Electronic/Magnetic Low Voltage,
- Fluorescent, ½ HP Motor
- 120V 60HZ
- White and Light Almond faces included
- Compatible with Z-Wave Network Wide Inclusion, Beaming and Security
- Configurable LED
- Scene capable
- Transient surge suppression built-in
- Not for use with vizia rf+ systems
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Leviton has a global presence.
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